Bald Eagles, Sea Otters & Coastal Wildlife
Of Kachemak Bay, Alaska

For wildlife photographers, fierce bald eagles and endearing sea otters rank high on the list of iconic animals to be
included in any nature shooter's North America portfolio. Homer, Alaska, the small fishing port at “the end of the
road” on Kachemak Bay is our headquarters for extraordinary eagle and otter photography along the southern
shores of the Kenai Peninsula—currently the very best place in North America for bald eagle photography.
From our base at a comfortable, upscale hotel at the end of the Homer Spit we have five full days of daily eagle and
otter photography from a privately chartered boat—for six hours each day and with only five participants. This trip is
virtually hassle-free with all lodging, meals, boat fees and ground transportation included in an exceptional photo
tour itinerary.
We have opportunities to create a wide range of bald eagle images, including eagles in flight, diving and interacting,
as well as scores of eagles perched in ancient shoreline conifers and on weathered driftwood scattered on scenic
rocky beaches. The bays and quiet harbors in the area are bustling with rafts of otters at this time of year—females

with their pups as well as large groups of males. Because of extensive boating activity in this area the otters are
unusually unwary and allow us to approach them at close range in our boat.
Our primary goal is to create great images of bald eagles in flight. Most of our photography from our chartered boat
will be handheld. This is particularly convenient as it allows
for quicker camera adjustments—and ease of movement
around our vessel—as we capture those dramatic flight shots.
With ample time on shore, we can make tight close-up
images of eagles, as well as dramatic shots of birds in flight
and perched against the dramatic backdrop of some of
Alaska’s most photogenic snowcapped maritime mountains.
During our extensive boat excursions, we may also encounter
mountain goats, harbor seals, and a variety of birds, including
harlequin and long-tailed ducks, Barrow's goldeneyes, common and red-breasted mergansers, surf scoters, blacklegged kittiwakes and glaucous and mew gulls. Moose are also commonly seen during short lunchtime van
excursions from our hotel. Due to the moderating seawater temperature, at this time of year wildlife is densely
concentrated along the temperate coast and is at its peak numbers. Later, in little more than a month, all of these
animals will disperse to nest or mate and give birth over a widespread area and become inaccessible to most
photographers.
Join us at the southern tip of the Kenai Mountains, amidst the pristine waters and rugged landscapes of Kachemak
Bay, and capture truly outstanding images of majestic bald eagles and endearing northern sea otters.

World-class Photography with a World-class Company
Our Bald Eagles, Sea Otters & Coastal Wildlife of Southeast Alaska photo tour ranks at the top of eagle
photography shoots to be found anywhere in the world.
Working with as many as 100 bald eagles at a time or dozens of otters within
sight on many of our boat trips, the possibility of creating incredible eagle and
otter images is exceptionally good. While there are many ways to photograph
individual bald eagles and sea otters at various locations in North America, there
are virtually none that can offer the excitement and quality of photography that
this trip provides. What sets this eagles and otters photo shoot apart from all the
rest? Plenty!
Benefit From Our Experience
We’ve offered photography tours in Alaska for almost 40 years. We have
decades of experience specifically with trips to photograph bald eagles and other

wildlife in the Homer-Kachemak Bay area. Over the years we’ve built strong relationships with our exceptional
accommodation, transportation and service providers. Our trip offers an unparalleled photography and nature
experience that stands in stark contrast to the hustle and bustle of large, crowded Alaska cruises that all visit
virtually the same touristy ports of call.
Great Photography—Just Steps from Your Door
We stay at the renowned Land’s End Resort located on the beach at the tip of the dynamic Homer Spit. Our
location is a nature photography hotspot where eagles perch on driftwood, otters and seals drift by with the current,
and our backdrop is a spectacular mountain panorama that is bathed in ever-changing light.
Our accommodations are so close to the photography action
that you could literally shoot some of it from your bedroom
window! Our boat launch is a mere five minute drive from the
resort, so we’re off to enjoy each day of photography in no
time.
Small Group Size
We limit our group to five photographers and one leader.
This means there’s plenty of space for gear on our boat and
in our van and it also allows us to spread out when
photographing. With fewer participants we can move more nimbly and with less impact on both wildlife and habitat.
Your photo leader is always nearby to help you get the best photos possible and answer your questions.
The Right Boat for the Right Place
We’ve chartered a newly-built boat that is an exceptional platform from which to photograph wildlife. The boat’s bow
opens as a ramp (landing craft style) allowing easy shore access at remote beaches. With a shallow draft, our boat
can gets us into areas where bigger boats can’t go. Its cozy heated cabin provides a respite from the elements
whenever we need a break from the shooting action.

Check out Joe Van Os' trip report from our 2019 Bald Eagles photo tour

Tour Itinerary
Day 1 (Feb 23, Mar 1 or Mar 7)
Fly to Anchorage, Alaska, and continue on a short 45-minute flight to Homer on the Kenai Peninsula.
Flights to Homer are operated by Ravn Airlines. We meet this evening for orientation and dinner. (D)
Days 2–6
We have scheduled five days of eagle and otter photography by privately chartered boat. We usually
return to our hotel for lunch and a break before our afternoon session on the boat. Our schedule each
day allows for flexibility due to tidal conditions or the possibility of poor morning weather.
Conditions can change rapidly, from sun and clouds
one minute to overcast and snowing the next.
We explore Kachemak Bay, following the wildlife on
the water, along the beaches and mudflats, and at the
green fringe of shoreline conifers. Action shots of bald
eagles dominate our sessions, with opportunities for
shooting onshore portraits of these compelling,
majestic birds. We approach otters as we encounter
them for portraits and with females nursing their young. Throughout our shooting days, the dramatic
vistas of serrate mountains, glaciers, and lichen-encrusted rocky cliffs command the background. (BLD)
Day 7 (Mar 1, Mar 7 or Mar 13)
Participants depart Homer for Anchorage in time for late flights home. (B)

Trip Details

Tour Leader

Feb 23 - Mar 1, 2021, Mar 1 - 7, 2021 & Mar 7 - 13, 2021
Fee: $5,495 from Homer, Alaska
Deposit: $1,000
Limit: 5 participants
Activity Level: Easy
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